A World-Class
Strapping Machine Company
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Welcome to Transpak
At Transpak, we are committed to continuously offer high quality Made in Taiwan
strapping equipment to our business partners. This is what we have been doing during
the past 34 years, and has thus become a world-class strapping machine company.
As the founder of Transpak, I started this business
from a paid-in capital USD12,500 back in the year
of 1983. I'm the f irst businessman who exported the
packaging equipment that was made in Taiwan to the
global market via a systematical approach. The legend
started from a small table…
To my greatest pleasure, Transpak has become a
billion New Taiwan Dollar company now (over 33
million USD). Not only are we the largest strapping
equipment maker and exporter in Taiwan, we are also
Asia's technology leader in this field. While the average
lifespan of small and medium-sized enterprises in
Taiwan is shorter than 13 years, we are now proudly
celebrating our 34th anniversary and readying
ourselves for our 35th year. The most important of all
– we are still a growing company.
At Transpak, we have three main strategies – lifelong learning, focus on strapping machines, and speed
products to the market. These strategies successfully
led Transpak to this current stage. Today, we believe
that sustainable innovations are able to benefit
customers, employees and our company, and the earth
will also play an important role in our business.
1. W
 e work hard on product development, which is
able to enhance the level of eco-friendliness. We
widely use DC motor technology in most of our
newly developed equipment to minimize power
consumption. We have now developed a full series
of products that are good for narrow strapping,
namely, less waste, less pollution, and a better earth.
2. W
 e source all our mechanical parts within the
company's neighborhood in Taiwan. Meanwhile,
we insist to make all our products in Taiwan in our
ISO 9001 certified factory. This does not only help

us reach a better quality control at a high standard
but also greatly minimize the carbon footprint
and contribute to the community by increasing
employment opportunities in Taiwan.
3. We respect "talent" and we believe talent can be
enhanced under the right conditions. We encourage
our employees to enhance their abilities and to grow
together with the company by continuous learning;
therefore, we aggressively invest in different types
of job training as well as on-site and off-site
training. We also welcome any new idea on product
development and improvement from Transpak team
at all times, regardless who the provider is and what
position in the company they are at.
Sustainability and business growth are complementary.
The ultimate purpose of all these is to benef it all our
business partners. I am very proud yet grateful of the
relationships we have built with our loyal partners
around the world over these years. I want to thank our
loyal partners through real actions – offering better
equipment with better service level to help our partners
grow business together with us. Moving forward, I
intend to expand and strengthen these partnerships by
reinforcing our strengths, learning, focus, speed, and
sustainable innovations, to a greater level.

Chi-Jan Su
Senior Adviser & Owner

03.24.2016
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Transpak's Now & Then
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Company Chronology
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A legend started from
a small table….
Transpak is a well-known company in the strapping machine industry.
Transpak represents Asia's technology leader and the world's value leader.
Every time Transpak participated in interpack, our distinctive products,
the state-of-the-art technology, along with the outstanding services,
always attracted numerous attendees.
People recognize the success of Transpak today; little do they know that
Transpak actually started just from a humble beginning.
The f irst time participation from
a small table in interpack (1984)

During 1984, Transpak participated in interpack at the first time. We did
not even have a booth, we started with a small table and shared a booth
with an Italian company.
3 years later, we proved our ability to survive in this industry. In 1987, we
took part in interpack again; that year, we had our own booth and finally
had the opportunity to introduce Transpak to the world.

The 2nd time participation with our
own booth in interpack (1987)

The 9th time participation
in interpack (2008)
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Since then, Transpak started to participate in interpack's event every 3
years. With our determination, more and more notable products were
then launched to the whole world. Transpak always brings the innovating
products to the visitors. At interpack 1999, it was the debut for Atlantis TP701—the first high-speed (50 cycles/minute) strapping machine for 5mm
PP strap in Asia. At interpack 2008, we introduced the ultrasonic sealing
technology and made signif icant technology breakthrough. At interpack
2011, we were very proud to be the world's value leader and were noticed
by the people around the world. At interpack 2014, it was the best show of
Transpak ever with the biggest booth, the most comprehensive Mercury
series, and the most professional technical and marketing team.
Transpak has been participating in interpack for 12 times (from 1984 to
2017). At interpack 2017, you will find a significant progress of Transpak
and learn more about our distinguished products and service.

The 11th time participation in interpack (2014)

Transpak's
Core Values

We commit ourselves to continuously
strengthening our product lines and
providing excellence. Focusing on
the customers, the values we care
and deliver the most are service,
quality and innovation. We aim to
maximize customer satisfaction
and loyalty through technology
leadership, excellence in service,
and the dedication of all employees.
We believe much relying and living by
the core values is the key to success.
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Service Drives our Business
Service is the foundation for all we do and it also
enables us to firmly stand on the road to growth. We
take after-sales service as the top priority by offering
different service packages and technical support to
our esteemed partners. Our philosophy is to meet or
go beyond customers’ expectations and to provide them
with the highest value.

Dynamic & Competent Marketing Team
We aim at high eff iciency and speedy responses to all our customers
and always think how we can serve our customers even better.

Professional and Speedy Technical Support
Our service to partners includes quick problem solving and versatile
technical training in Taiwan, on-site, or seminar.
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Quality Leads to Excellence
We devote ourselves to integrate the high quality standard into all of our activities and
offerings. Providing the quality products is the core to Transpak. We are committed to
delivering consistent good quality to our customers.

All Made in Taiwan with Pride
We export over 20,000 sets of strapping machines and 210,000 pieces
strapping tools worldwide every year. All of our strapping machines and
tools are manufactured under our strict quality standards.

WARRANTYparts that
Targeting at good quality control, we do not use any mechanical
were made in China. In addition, 95% of the electronic parts we use on
Transpak products are made in Taiwan. Only less than 1% of the electronic
parts such as chips from STMicroelectronics used on low-end machines
were made in China. The rest (over 4%) of the electronic parts were made
in Europe, such as Siemens PLC for high-end machines.

An ISO 9001 Certificate is not Enough
Our factory production and management comply with strict ISO 9001
directives. However, our quality thinking goes one step further; aside from
the ISO 9001, we are committed to our own strict quality standards to
WARRANTY
another level. All
of our machines are well tested before the delivery. With
Transpak, you can rest assured about the quality.

Two-Year Warranty
Aside from the strong confidence on the reliability and durability of
Transpak products, we also offer a 2-year warranty for all our strapping
machines and selected strapping tools.
WARRANTY
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Products with high quality minimize the downtime. In other words, it
increases the productivity and saves the cost; it is our commitment to
continuously bring values that exceed our customers' expectations.

Innovation Makes Difference
Innovation is the engine that drives Transpak's growth. Transpak strives to provide
the most up-to-date new products to meet the market demands and requirements;
it is therefore our pleasure and responsibility to cultivate mutually beneficial longterm partnerships with our customers. To accelerate the innovations in high-level
technology, we keep allocating significant investments in product development which
has led to further improvements in both product quality and new strapping solutions.
For the past 20 years, we've been launching at least one new product every year, and
the new products always stimulated business growth not only for Transpak but also
for our valuable partners.

Transpak is committed to constantly upgrading our technology in Taiwan
Different from our competitors in Asia, Europe, and the U.S. who outsource and manufacture machines
in other countries such as Malaysia, India, or China for the lower labor costs, Transpak is committed to
constantly upgrading our technology and manufacturing high quality products in Taiwan. So far, We won
many awards for our outstanding developments and has earned more than 50 patents in the U.S., Europe,
and Asia.

Transpak offers the most comprehensive product line in the industry
With more than 20 years of dedication in technology innovations, we are very proud of the achievements
we have made so far. Nowadays, we are the largest exporter and manufacturer of strapping equipment in
Taiwan and the Asia's technology leader. We supply our customers with the most comprehensive product
line of strapping equipment. We upgrade from promises to results.
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Products
are Hero

Your Single-Source Supplier
of Strapping Equipment
We supply our customers with the most
comprehensive product line of strapping
equipment in the industry, from simple
low-cost tensioner and sealer up to hightech battery-powered strapping tool; from
economy semi-auto strapping machines
up to high-tech fully automatic strapping
machines for the print media and the
corrugated industry. Choose Transpak
and watch your sales and profit grow.
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Strapping Tool
From basic tensioner and sealer up to high-tech battery-powered strapping tool, Transpak
offers you the most comprehensive product line of strapping tools. On top of that, all of our
strapping tools are made in Taiwan at our ISO 9001 certif ied factory, with PRIDE!
Every Transpak tool is manufactured under strict quality control. The mechanical
components are made with high-level accuracy and durability; these are all to ensure high
quality and a long product lifespan.
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Semi-Auto
Strapping Machine
These strapping machines are the most economical solution for manual operations. For low
to medium volume strapping, our semi-auto strapping machine is definitely your best bet.
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Automatic Strapping Machine
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Fully Automatic
Strapping Machine
Transpak has two series of fully automatic strapping machines - Mercury Transit & Tauris
Transit. They can help you meet the market demands and grow your business by far.
Main features for both Mercury Transit & Tauris Transit machines:
● Auto strap feeding
● Electronic tension control
● Auto strap ejector
● Strap end ejector
● Up and down stream interlock
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● Multiple strap function
● Hinged top plates
● Easy bundle flow direction change
● Belt transmission
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Side-Seal Strapping Machine
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Pallet Strapping Machine
To provide stability for palletized goods during transportation and storage, TRANSPAK
provides pallet strapping machines for both horizontal and vertical strappings with the
best price to performance ratio on the market.
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Print Media Strapping System
Transpak offers upgraded fully automatic strapping machines designed specif ically for the
print media industry. They are particularly suitable for newspaper, magazine, commercial,
mail order, and direct mail strappings.
TP-702N series is built with Transpak’s Mercury strapping head and brushless DC motor
direct drive technology. The patented easy access to strapping head design makes this
series the most user friendly machines on the market.
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Corrugated Strappers
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Corrugated Inline System
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